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Abstract. The natural basin yield of g ground water basin ca• be calculated from g
quantitative analysis of the flow net obtained from a digital computer solution to a numerical
mathematical model of the basin. The natural basin yield is a• unique property of the basin
and can be consideredas a measure of the ground water recharge to the basin add a conservative estimate of the safe yield. Rates of ground water recharge and dischargevary from place
to place throughout the areal extent of a basin; a quantitative analysis can be used to determine the positions of concentration.Quantitative interpretation of ground water flow nets
can play an important role in the calculation of basin-wide water balances due to the interrelationships between ground water recharge and infiltration at one end of the flow system
and ground water discharge, evapotranspiration, and stream baseflow at the other. (Key
words: Ground water; computers, digital; drainage basin characteristics)

QUANTITATIVE

FLOW

I•ETS

In two.precedingpapers[Freezeand Witherspoo.n,1966; Freeze and Witherspoon, 1967]
the authorshave developeda method of analyzing regionalgroundwater flow basedon digital
computer solutionsto numerical mathematical
models. The method is applicable to. threedimensionalnonhomogeneous
anisotropicground

water basinswith any water table configuration.
The principal directions of anisotropy must,
however, coincide with the coordinate directions. In the precedingpapers the resultswere
presented in the fo.rm of potential nets and
qualitative flow nets in which t.he streamlines
indicated

the direction

of flow but did not have

quantitative significance. It is possible, of
course,to construct quantitative flow nets from
the potential patterns representing regional
groundwater flow [Hart, 1962].
Figure 1 shows a two-dimensionalquantitative flow net for a hypothetical ground water
basin. The basin is bounded on each side by
imaginary vertical imporme.a.bleboundaries
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[Freeze and Witherspoon, 1966] and on the
bottom by a basal impermeable boundary.
The upper boun'daryof flow is the water-table.
The basin has a dimensionless
length of s and a
depth of 0.1 s measuredat the right-hand side.
The configurationof the water-table showsthe
effect (from. left to right) of a major valley,
a steep valley flank, and a constant gentle
regional upland with a slope of about 0.8%.
The total relief on the water-table is 0.0'167s,
half of which is t.aken up in the valley flank.
The subsurfacestratigraphy consistso.f a sloping formation of love permeability •0.ounded
above and below by higher permeability layers.
The permeability ratio is 10:1. Each formation
is homogeneousand isotropic. The dashedlines
represent equipotential lines, and the solid
lines represent flow lines. The flow lines are
drawn orthogonal to the equipotential lines ,and
in such a way that curvilinear squares are
formed throughout the, K = 10 region. Owing
to the refraction at the permeability interfaces,
curvilinear rectangles10 times as wide as they
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Fig. 1. Quantitative flow net and recharge-dischargeprofile for a two-dimensional, nonhomogeneous,isotropic composite ground water basin.

are long will result in the K -- 1 layer. The
flow net was constructedgraphically from the
basal boundary up; partial squaresresult.,.
at
the upper boundary.
Having definedthe flow net.,one can calculate the flow through each channel from Darcy'sla,•v

Q = K (AT/As) Am w

(1)

where

Q = flow through a segmentof the flow net;

In Figure 1, the water-table configuration
and geologicconditionsgive risc to two scparate flow systems' a local flow systemwhich
is shallow but of large lateral extent and a
larger regional system. The local system is
superposedon the regional system in a way
that could hardly have been anticipated by
other means than that

of a theoretical

model.

If a ground water basin is defined as a 'threedimensionalclosedsystem which contains the
entire flow paths followed by all water re-

K = permeability;
charging
thebasin'
[Freeze
andWitherspoon,
A• = drop
inhydraulic
head
between
equi- 1967],
thenit is clearthatthesingle
topopotential
lines;
graphically
defined
basin
represented
by the
As= interval
between
equipotential
lines model
isactually
a composite
basin
consisting
(see
Figure
1);
of twoseparate
ground
waterbasins
(denoted
Am = width of the segmentof the flownet per-

as Basin A and Basin B on Figure 1).

pendicular
to direction
of flow(see Usingequation
2 onecaneasily
calculate
Figure
1);
thequantity
of flowin eachbasin.
Fors -w = thickness
oftheflowsystem
perpendic60,000
ft, thetotalreliefis 1000ft, andsince
ularto the planeof the diagram.thereare50 increments
of potential,
A• -20 ft. Assuming permeabilities of 10 and 1

Forthesquare
portion
of thenet,As -- Am, IGPD/ft• (imperial
gallons
perdaypersquare
andconsidering
a unitthickness
of thesystem foot),theflowchannel
discharge
is 200IGPD
(w -- 1) weareleftwith
(perfootof thickness
of theflowsystem
per-

Q= KA•

(2) pendicular
tothediagram).
Bysimply
counting the flow channels in the two basins we

The discharge
in eachflowchannelremains arriveat the following
discharges:
constant throughout its length, and the dis-

charge
in allflow,channels
isequal.
Onecan

Qa= 2750
I GPD

therefore
determine
the total discharge
through

Qs =

200 I GPD

the groun'd
waterbasinby summingthe quanti- Any two permeabilities
in the ratio. of 10:1
ties o,f flow in the individualchannels.
will give the sameflow net for this configura-
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tion of water-tableand geology,but t.hevalues water-table, which we have pointed out can
of QAand QBwill vary in direct'proportionto often be approximatedby a steady-stateaverthe permeabilityvalues.
age. The effect of a long term increasein the
The presenceof anisotropyrenders'a quanti- total annual precipitation would be a more
tative analysismore difficult. For simp,legeo- permanent raising of the water-table, which
metric domainssuchas uniformlylayeredmedi- would significantlyincreasethe ground water
ums, recoursecan be made to the method o.f storage of the basin but would only slightly
the transformed section [Hart, 1962]. For increase the natural basin yield. As stated
complex cases, more representative of true a•bove,we assumetha• the average slope of
geologicconfigurations,certain quantitative in- the water-table does not change appreciably.
formation can be extracted from flow pattern The maximum possible natural basin yield
results using the same principle, but methods would occur if the water-table were everyto delineate complete quantitative flow nets where coincidentwith the ground surface.The
in suchcasesare not yet available.An example natural basinyield can be consideredas a measof the type of quantitative informationthat can ure of the quantity of water which a given
be determined from potential patterns for a basin can accept and is therefore a measure
two-dimensional, irregular, nonhomogeneous of the groundwater rechargeto the basin. The
anisotropicbasinis providedlater in this p,aper. ultimate effectof • long renu increasein annual
precipitation would therefore be that a greater

i•IATURAL
BASIN
•-IlV.
LD

proportion
of the increased
rainfallwouldbe-

_ For the purposesof this paper, the quantity
of flow through an undevelopedbasin under
natural conditionsis defined as the •atural
basin yield. The quantities calculated in the
precedingsectionrepresen•the natural basin
yields of the two componentbasinsof Figure 1.
Under the assumption of a steady-state
water-table [Freeze and Witherspooch,
1966],
the value of the natural basin yield represents
a ,constantdischargethat doesnobchangewith
time. It is important to recall that our definition of a 'steady-state'water-table does not
deny the existenceof water-table fluctuations.
It does state that their effect on the flow patterns will be small if (1)The zone of fiuctuation of the water-table is only a small percentage of the total saturated depth of the
groundwater basin; and (2) The relative configurationof the water-tableremainsthe same
throughoutthe cycle of fluctuations.If these
two conditionsare satisfied,the small uniform
fluctuationsin the water-table will not result
in any significantchange in the nature of
the flow pa.ttern or in the quantity of flow
through the basin. The natural basin yield is

comesurfacerunoff.
In defense of requirement (1), it can be
noted t.hat in the semi-arid Canadian prairies
the usual annual fluctuationsin the water-table
are of the order of 5 ft and are always less
than 10 ft. The maximum differencein elevation of the water-table between an extended
period of wet years and dry is of the order of
20 ft, and the depths of groun'dwater basins
are 300-2000 ft. Under these conditions, if
requirement (2) is not violated, the concept
of natural basinyield is valid.
If eit.her of the conditions ('1) ,or (2) is
violated, then the methodsof this chapter must
be altered. It may be necessaryto calculate
the natural basin yield on a monthly basis,for
example,usingtwelve different water-table configurationsrepresentingthe fluctuatingposition
of the water-table throughoutthe year. For
example,Meyboom [1966] has shownthat in
the vicinity of a willow ring in hummocky
moraine, the water-table undergoestransient
fluctuationssuch that the enclosedtemporaw
sloughis a rechargearea at certaintimeso.fthe
yea.r and a dischargearea at others.He has

relativelystablewithin the normal variat,ions
of precipitation; it will not fluctuate significantly with time and thereforerepresentsa
uniquepropertyof the basin.
The fact that small-scalecyclesof rainfall
resultin wet an'ddry periodsthroughthe year

prepareda water balancefor the sloughthat
requiredconsi'deration
of 29 separatetime intervals throughoutthe year. A mathematical
model analysisof such a flow system would
presumablyrequire a similar number of steady
state runs. In such cases,a transient mathe-

will serve to cause the fluctuations in the

matical model might prove more efficient.
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The safe yield of a groundwater basin is the
amount of water that, can be withdrawn

from

has approximatelythe same surfacearea, yet
Basin A h•asa natural 'basinyield nearly 14

i• annually without producing an undesired times that of Basin B. The optimum location
result [Todd, 1959]. The undesiredresult may for ground water devel.
opment would appear
be depletionof the resource,imp,airmento,fthe to be in the high permeability layer within
quality of the water, or the creation of an
economicor legal problem. Consideringthe safe

yield from a strictly quantitativepo,intof view,
it is logicalto inquire a• to the relation•between
the safe yield and the natural yield o•fa basin.
The safe yield and the natural yield are not
identical; the natural basin yield refers to a
virgin basin that has not undergoneground
water development. The introduction of a

Basin A.

This methodmay have only limited applicationto basinsthat are alreadyheavily develope.
d, such a.sthose aroun,dthe l'argemet,ropolitan centers of the United States •and

C,an'ada,
but it can be very useful.in planning
the development
of the many near-virginbasins
that abound in the American west and the

Canadian prairies and northlands.

major well fiel'd will change the conditions
governingthe existingflow pattern by creating
REC t-IARGE-DISC
I-IARGE
PROFILE
a cone of depressionin the water-table in the
caseof an 'unconfined
aquifer'o.rles.sening
the
Above the flow net in Figure I is'.a plot
potential at depth as would be the casein the of the quantitativedistributionof rechargeand
developmentof a 'confinedaquifer.' The effect dis.
charge.Such a plot will be designatedas
of this artificial dischargefrom the basin will a recharge-dischargeprofile. The crosshatched
be to createa new flow pattern from which a areasabovethe centerline representrecharge;
new basinyiel'dcan be derivedfor that s'.tage thosebelowrepresentdischarge.The profile is
of development.Further developmentwill re- constructed'by drawing a column upward or
sult in more changeswhich •sually tend to downwardfrom the zero line directly above
increase the ground water yield. There is the intersection of each flow channel with the
some optimum developmentfor the. basin that water-table, such that the areas of M1 the
maximizesthe safeyield.
co.lumnsare equal. In zones of concentrated
When the initial ground water development rechargeor dischargethe distancebetweenflowof a virgin basin is contemplated,calculation linesintersecting
the water-tablewill be small,
of the natural basin yield a.sdeterminedfrom and the column will be tall and narrow. Where
the results of a mathematical model analysis flow to or from the water-table is less conwill provide a conserv'ativeestimate of the centrated, the flowlineswill be dist,antfrom one
basin groundwater yield that couldbe tapped another and the column wide and fiat. The
in the initial development.When the effects of seriesof columns,which have t•heappearance
this initial developmenton the previouslyexist- of a compositebar graph, are then replacedby
ing flow pattern have been determined,a new a smoothcurve such as that shownin Figure
model can be constructed that includes the
effects of the well field. This model can then be

used to estimatethe expectedbasin yield from
further ground water development.
Used in this stepwisefashion,the steady-state

1. The total areas above and below the line

must be equal within a given basin. The scales

shown•at either end of the pro.fileare 'arbitrary
but would have units of the form IGPD/ft?,
or simplyR/day. The recharge-discharge
profile
mathematical
model can be •seful in estimatis thus a graphical representationof the reing the order of magnitude of the basin safe charge or dischargerate at any point on the
yiel'd. For more detailed analyses, transient cro,sssection.The form of this plot was sugmathematical models have many advantages, geste,dto us by commen,tsmade by Davis
but their use for large three-dimensionalbasins [1963] in regard to a paper by TSth [1962].
is restrictedat presen•by computerlimitations.
One notes that concentrations'.
of recharge
The conceptof natural basin yield ha.sramiand dischargeoccur at points that generally
fications in the basin-wide development of could not have been anticipated. We believe
ground water resources.For example, consider t,hat it is probably impossibleto conceiveof
the two component basins of Figure 1. Each
a configuration
of water-tableand stratigraphy

Regional Ground Water Flow

that will not give rise to concentrationsof
dischargeand rechargeat variouspointson the
surfaceof a b.a.sin.Kl'ute et al. [1965] used a
similar diagram and noted similar concentrations in their ,analysisof steady-•st•ate
flow in
a saturated inclined soil slab.

In Figure I the entire 'dischargefrom Basin
A takes place in the major valley and on the
lower half of the valley flank. Recharge is
concentrated on the constant regional slope
just above the valley flank. This rechargearea
extendslaterally as far as the hinge-lineseparating BasinsA and B, but.the magnitudeof
rechargeover a large portion of this area is
small.Here we have an exampleof a recharge
area of large lateral extent but of low rate of
inflow. A secondarea where rechargeto Basin
A is slightJyconcentratedoccursat the righthand topographicdivide. The rate of recharge
and dischargein Basin B is low over the entire
lateral extent of the basin, a fact which is in
correspondencewith •he low natural basin
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In a small basin over long periods of time,
it is likely that the quantity of rain falling on
the rechargearea will be roughlyequal to that
falling on the dischargearea. The behavior of
the rain upon reaching the ground, however,
will be influencedby the existingground water
flo.w pattern. In a recharge area, a downward
potential gradient, exists that would tend
take a larger percentageof the moisture surplus into. the ground than in a dischargearea.
Water

which infilSrates• to, the water-table

in

a dischargearea can only be transmitte'dback
to the surface again by an agent of discharge,
such as evapotranspiration, when co.nditions
permit. In general, constantly changing climatic conditions a,• the surface cause rap,id
timewise

variations

in the

rate

of infiltration

and evaporation above the water-table. The
unsaturated

zone acts as a buffer

t.hat attenu-

ates theseeffects',so.that rechargeand discharge
rat:esbelow the water-9able remain relatively

constant [Freeze, 1967a].
yield of this basin.
Since ground water flow patterns exert such
The recharge-dischargeregime can be an an important influence on the quantity and
important indicator of the other componentsof areal concentration of infiltration, evapotransthe hydrologiccycle. For example,in discharge piration, and surface runoff, it is clear that
areaswhere the water-table is kept high by the theoretical quantitative flow nets derived from
models can be an
upward rising groun'd water, evapotra•spira- the use of mathematical
•ion rates will be high. Similarly, the ground important tool in the c,alculationof ,basin-wide
water componentof surface runoff will be con- water balances.

trolled by the existingground water flow pattern. For example,in Basin A (Figure 1) where
the entire'disc,barge
occursin the major valley,
the rate of dischargeinto the valley must equal
the natural basin yield. For s -- 60,000 ft, we
showedthat Q• - 2750 IGPD per foot thicknessperpendicularto the plane of the diagram.
Noting that the dischargearea. covers 3960 ft
laterally, the average rate of dischargeover
the discharge area is computed to be 0.11
ft/day. In the Canadianprairiesa usualfigure
for evapotranspiration
is 0.02 ftfday, leaving
0.09 ft/day per longitudinal foo.t, or a total of
2250 IGPD for baseflowto a stream flowing
perpendicular •o. the ,cross,section.I,f .such a
stream had a tributary flowing across Basin
A from right to left parallel to the crosssection
of Figure 1, one would expect the stream to
be infiuent while it traversesthe rechargearea
but effluen• as it crossesthe dischargearea,
with the ground water component of the
streamflow increasingdownstream.

It

should be noted that the effects of bank

storage, a major factor in the fluctuation of
baseflowwith time, cannot be taken into account by a single steady-state model. Once
again, a sequenceo.f models representingthe
changingconditionswould be necessary.
The analysis of ground water recharge can
lead one into a vicious circle. We have noted

that the existing water-table configurations,
which controls the nature of the ground water
flow pattern, will influence the quantity of
ground water recharge.But it is also true that
the nature and amount of rainfall will control,
to a certain degree, the configurat.
ion of the
water-t•ble. In this study we have assumeda
fixed location of the water-table and developed
the recharge an'd discharge patterns. Future
studies should consider •e

effect of climatic

patterns on water-table configurations.These
studies must necessarilyinclude consideration
of the unsaturatedzone and •ill require treatment of transien• phenomena..A one-dimen-
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sional approach has just been completed drift depositconsistingof an upper silty clay
phaseand a lower sandphase.The sandphase
[Freeze, 1967a].
of the lower stratified
A TWO-DIMENSIONAL

FIELD

EXAMPLE

drift

is termed

the

Gravelbourgaquifer. The aquifer provides a

Figure 2 showsa two-dimensionalflow pattern analysis for the Gravelbourg aquifer in
south central Saskatchewan,Canada. Figure
2A is the flow pattern as determinedb.y field
evidence [Freeze, 1967b]; Figure 2B is the
flow pattern 'and recharge-dischargeprofile

source of water for the town of Gravelbourg

and is tappedextensivelyby the rural residents
of the Gravelbourgplain. All the glacial dep,osit,s
are unconsolidated.
They are underlain
by a thick sectionof compactedclay shales
of the Bearpaw• formation of Cretaceous age.

The permeability of the Bearpaw shale is
severalordersof magnitudelower than that of
section was chosenso that it is representative the Gravelbourgaquifer,and its upper surface
of the regionalstratigraphyand is in a position can safely be consideredas the base of the
parallel to the direction of flow in the Gravel- regionalgroundwater flow systemin this area.
bourg aquifer as determined from a regional The positionof the water-table closelyfollows
the topographyas shownin Figure 2A.
piezometricsurfacemap.
The flow pattern shownin Figure 2A was
The cross section on Figure 2A shows uplands to the north and south rimming a gently determined entirely on the basis of field
slopingplain of large lateral extent. The plain evi'denceand on the interpretation of field
is incisedby two creeks: Notukeu Creek and measurements.The equipotential lines were
Wiwa Creek. The valley of the latter is the drawn from their known point of intersection
with the water-table to their known positions
major topographiclow in this area.
The geologicalformations (Figure 2A) are within the aquiferas taken from a piezometric
Pleistocenein age and glacial in origin. A thin surfacemap preparedfrom the availablewell
veneer of glaciallake clay overlies50-100 feet records. The existence of horizontal flow in the
by a piezometer
instalof glacialtill, whichin turn overliesa stratified aquiferwas confirmed
as determined

from

mathematical

model

sults. The location of the two-dimensional

re-

cross
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Fig. 2 Comparisonof two-dimensional
flow pattern for Gravelbourgaquifer, Saskatchewan,

Canada,as determinedby field evidenceand by mathematicalmodel.
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lation at the town of Gravelbourg near the relief such as tha• shownin Figure 2A, Wiwa
centerof the Gravelbourgplain. The piezometer Creek Valley is a sufficienttopographiclow to
installationalso showedleakagefrom the over- create an imaginary impermeable boundary
lying silty clay phaseof the lower stratified extendingto the base of the model. For this
drift into the aquifer, and slight.leakagefrom reasonthe model shownin Figure 2B is termi-

the aquiferinto the underlyingBearpawshale.

nated beneath Wiwa Creek. Underflow

beneath

Wiwa Creek Valley was mappedas a discharge Wiwa Creek Valley undoubtedlydoesoccurin
area on the basis of surficial evidence in the
those parts of the basin where the northern
form o.f salinesoils, phreotophyticvegetation upland has low relief or is nonexistent.
The major problemassociated
with the de[Meyboom,1967], high water-tables,and flowmodelwasthe assigning wells.The direct.ions
of groundwater flow signof the mathematical
shownby the arrowson Figure 2A are drawn ment of permeability values to the various
with regardto the vertical exaggeration
of the formations.From the geologicalevidence,it was
plo• of 52.8:1 [van Everdingen,19'63].By in- concluded that different permeability ranges
ference,the formationsare consi'dered
to be should be used for: (1) the Gravelbourg
isotropic.A completedescription
of the method- aquifer; (2) the silty clay phaseof the lower
ologyand resultsof the field hydrogeologicalstratified drift; and (3) the glacial till and
investigation of the Gravelbourg area has Bearpawshale.On the basisof grain sizeanalysesand permeabilitymeasurements
on similar
appearedelsewhere[Freeze,1967b].
The two-dimensional mathematical model depositsby other workers in the Canadian
(Figure 2B) usedto simulateflow conditions prairies,it appearedthat the ratio of permein the Gravelbourgarea consistsof a nodal abilities for these ranges shoul'd be in the
mesh with 48 nodes in the horizontal direction
and 31 nodesin the vertical direction. The hori-

order 1:0.1:0.000.5. To obtain one absolute
value to which the other relative v'alues could

zontal nodal spacingis 2640 feet, the vertical be tied, a pump test was run on the Gravelnodalspacing12.5feet.The total width of the bourgaquifer.The horizontalpermeabilitythus
mo'delis 124,080feet (23.5 miles); the total obtained was 108 IGPD/ft 2 [Freeze, 1967b].
Preliminarymodelswith isotropicformations
depth,375 feet.The modelis bounded
on both
sides and on the bottom by impermeable failed to produce realistic flow patterns'.A
boundaries[Freeze and Witherspoon,1966]. horizontal: vertical factor of :anisotropyof 20:1
The water-table is simulated in the position

in all formations was finally chosen,and this

determinedby field measurement.The geo.- resulted in the horizontal (K•) and vertical
shownon Figure 2B.
logicalformations
are alsobuilt into the model (K•) permeabilities
in their actual configurationwith the exceptions of the surficialglacial lake clay and the
alluvial depositsthat were omitted from the
model. It

is felt that these formations exert

The mathematical model required 3360 iterations to arrive at a tolerance of 0.000'76 from a

fairly coarseset of initial valuesfor •. The
problem consumed31 minutes of computer

little influenceon the large-scale,steady-state, time (IBM 7094).
The equipotentiallines determinedby the
saturated flow system in that they both lie
almostentirelyabovethe water-table.The lake mathematicalmodel (Figure 2B) are in good

clay un'doubtedly
doeshave considerable
in- agreementwith those determinedfrom fiel'd
fluenceon the transient, unsaturatedinfiltra- evidence(Figure 2A), particularly in the uption that givesrise to. groundwater recharge stream half of •he basin. The gradient within
the aquifer as determinedby the model is
[Freeze, 1967a].
Figure 2A, which is taker• from Freeze almost identical to that measured in the field.
[1967b],showsunderflow
beneathWiwa Creek A dischargearea that is not evidentin the field
Valleythroughthe siltyclayphaseof the lower showsup between Notukeu Creek and Wiwa
stratified drift. The field evidence for this Creek on the mathematicalmodel.This could
phenomenon
wasinconclusive.
On the basisof result from an inaccurate simulation of the
preliminarymathematical
modelsthat extended thicknessor permeabilityof the lower stratified
farther to the northeast than Figure 2A, it was
found that where the northern upland has

drift in thedownstream
portionof themodel.
•The directionsof groundwater flow have
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been omitted from Figure 2B. They must be
drawn with regard to the vertical exaggeration
of the plot and the presence.of anisotropy.
They are not perpendicularto the equipotential
lines, except at thosepoints in the model where
the equipotentiallines are horizontalo.rvertical,
as is the case withir• the Gravelbourg aquifer.
A recharge-discharge
profile has been constructed above Figure 2B. Owing to the presence of irregular nonhomogeneous
domainsand
anisotropic formations, the method of construct,ing the pro,file outlined earlier in this
paper is inapplicable. Instead, the following
approach was followed:
1. The direction of groun'dwater flow at the
water-table was determined at many points
along the water-table configuration.This, was
done by using the method of the transformed
section for the portion of model above the
upper boundary of the lower ,stratified drift
(i.e., within the glacial till formation). •Fo.rthis
upper part of the model, the vertical exaggeration of the plot was reduced from 52.8:1
to 4.47:1, thus creatingthe equivalent.isotropic
potential configurationfor the 20:1 anisot,
ropy
factor used for the glacial till.
2. The permeabilityvalue in the direction of
ground water flow was determined from the
permeability ellipseof the glacial till.
3. The hydraulic gra'dient was determined
from the print-out of the mathematicalmodel

The natural basinyield for this two-dimensional
crosssection (Figure 2B) is 12.2 IGPD (per
foot of thickness of the flow• system perpendicular to the diagram).
It is also possibleto obtain an estimate of
that portion of the natural basin yield that is
flowing through the Gravelbourgaquifer. From
Figure 2B we note that the prevailinggradient
over most of the aquifer is about 5 ft/mile and
that the averagethicknessis about 40 ft. Using
equation 1, we have

Q = [(108)(5)(40)(1)]/5280= 4.1 I GPD
Therefore, on the basis of this particular cross
section, about one-third of the total natural
basin yield is flowingthrough the Gravelbourg
aquifer.
A THREE-DIMENSIONAL

FIELD

EXAMPLE

The Good Spirit Lake drainagebasin in east
central Saskatchewan,Canada, is being studied
as a 'representativebasin' in Canada's International HydrologicDecadeprogram.Emphasis
in the study is on improved techniques of
measuring the ground water componentof the
hydrologicbalance. To this end • three-dimensional numerical

mathematical

model

was de-

signed to simulate the ground water flow patterns within

the basin.

,The methods describedin the initial paper
in this series [Freeze and Witherspoon, 1966]
results.
were used. The water-table configurationand
•4. Using Darcy's law, the rate of ground permeability values were determined by field
water rechargeor dischargewas calculatedfor measurement.A 30 X 46 X 20' array of nodal
each point and plotted on the recharge-dis- points was used, an'da convergedsolutionwith
chargeprofile.Where the equipot,
ential lineshit a tolerance of 0.01 fb of hydraulic head was
the water-table at right. angles,flow is parallel reached after 93 iterations and I hour and 40
to the water-table, and little or no recharge minutes of computer time (IBM 7094). The
results.
results of the model are in excellentagreement
T'wo sets of units are noted for the profile' with piezometer measurementsand field mapIGPD/ff at the right-hand end, and in./yr at ping [Freeze, 1967c]. The model provides a
the left-hand end. The maximum
rate.. of rethree-dimensional potential configuration from
chargeover the basin is 0'.000,2IGPD/ft 'ø(0.15 which flow directions can be determined and
in./year); the minimum valuesof 0.0 occurat to which the quantitative interpretations dethe hinge lines. The absolutevalues plotted on scribedin this paper can be applied.
From a three-'dimensional
analysis,it is posthe profile are based on relating the permeabilities used in the glacial till to the absolute sibleto,prepare a recharge-discharge
map showvalue of horizontal permeability measuredin ing the areal variationsin the rates of recharge
and dischargethroughout the basin. This can
the Gravelbourgaquifer.

It is possibleto 'determinethe natural basin be considered as the three-dimensional form of
profile. Such a map has
yield by integratingthe area above.or below the recharge-discharge
the zero line on the recharge-discharge
profile.

been prepared for the central sub-basinof the
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Fig. 3. A recharge-dischargemap from a three-dimensionalfield example, Good Spirit Lake
drainage basin, Saskatchewan,Canada (after Freeze, 1967c).

Goo,d Spirit Lake drainage basin. It is reproducedin Figure 3 (after Freeze, 1967c).
The

sub-basin

can

be

divided

into

three

zones:a rechargearea west of GoodSpirit Lake
with high rates o,f ground water recharge, a
recharge area east of Good Spirit Lake with
low rates of gro,und water recharge.,a.•d a
central dischargearea in the vicinity of the lake
itself. The surficial deposit west of the lake is
outwashsand and gravel; east of the lake it is
glacial till. The five small dischargeareas that
occur within the boundaries of the recharge
areas are. local flow systems coinciding with
the locationsof permanent sloughs.
The natural basin yield of the Good Spirit

Lake sub-basin is 12,000 acre-ft/yr. Of this
to.tel, 96% enters the flow system in the sandgravel plain west of the lake. Relationship,s
between the other components of the water
balance, the recharge and dischargerates, and
the natural basin yield are discussedby Freeze
[1•)67c].
CONCLUSIONS

1. It is possibleto constructquantitative flow
nets representingregional ground water flow
from potential patterns obtainedas digital computer solutions to numerical m,athematical
models.

2. The natural basin yield is defined as the
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FREEZE AND

WITHERSPOON

National Research Council of Canada, Proc.
quantity of fio,• through an undeveloped
Hydrol. Syrup. 6, Nov. 15-16, 1967a (in press).
ground water basin under natural conditions.
Freeze, R. A., Hydrogeology of the Gravelbourg
It is a consequence
of the existing potential
aquifer, Saskatchewan, Canada, Geol. $urv.
field which, in turn, is controlledby the waterCanada, Bull. 1967b (in press).
table configurationand the geometryand value Freeze, R. A., Quantitative interpretation of regional groundwater flow patterns as an aid to
of the permeability contrasts created by the
water balance studies, Intern. Assoc. $ci.
geologic configuration. It represents a unique
drot., General Symposium, Berne, Sept. 25property of the basin which is relatively stable
Oct. 7, 1967c(in press).
within the normal variations in precipitation. Freeze, R. A., and P. A. Witherspoon, Theoretical
It

cam be considered

as a measure

of

the

quantity of water that a given basin can
accept as recharge. The natural basin yield
provides a conservative estimate of the safe
yiel'dof the basin.
3. The rate of ground water rechargeand
dischargevaries from place to place throughout the area extent of a basin. The. positionsof
concentration of recharge and discharge can
best be delineated with the aid of a rechargedischargemap in a three-dimensionalanalysis.
4. The nature of the ground water flow pattern is an important indicator of the quantity
and

areal

concentration

of

the

other

com-

analysis of regional groundwater flow. 1. Analytical and numerical solutions to the mathe-

matical model, Water ResourcesRes., 2, 641656, 1966.

Freeze, R. A., and P. A. Witherspoon,Theoretical
analysis of regional groundwater flow. 2 The
effect of water-table configuration and subsurface permeability variation, Water Resources
Res., 3, 623-634, 1967.
Harr, M. E., Groundwater and Seepage, 315 pp.,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1962.
Klute, A., E. J. Scott and F. E. Whisler, Steady
state

water

flow

in

a saturated

inclined

soil

slab, Water Resources Res., 1, 257-294, 1965.
Meyboom, P., Unsteady groundwater flow near a

willow ring in hummocky moraine, J. Hydrol.,
4, 38-62, 1966.

ponents of the hydrologic cycle, in particular Meyboom, P., Groundwater studies in the Assiniboine River drainage basin. Part I: The evaluof infiltration, evapotranspiration,and surface
runoff.

5. The use 'o,f mathematical

models to derive

theoretical quantitative flow nets can be an
important tool ir• the calculationof basin-wide
water balances.
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